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â€œExotic Pin-up Girl Percolate - Nude Photography of Sensual Pin-up Posesâ€• features 46 color

pin-up images of the lithe and exotic nude model Percolate.A photographerâ€™s dream to work

with, Percolate is an amazing model. While she takes direction well, her posing is always self

varied. Happily, her poses are poised and decidedly angular, in the way a womanâ€™s poses

should be angular.Hands are one of the most difficult parts of the human body to pose. They can

totally take over and ruin an otherwise perfect photograph. The varied and effective ways in which

Percolate holds her hands is almost always flawless and instructive. For any students of the pose,

Percolateâ€™s hand techniques alone are a must see.One sees also, how Percolate works a wide

variety of variations into each thematic pose she engages in, perhaps by means of an extra twist

here, a complete turn there, or maybe a turn of the head and shift of the expression.â€œNude

Photography of Sensual Pin-up Posesâ€• thus provides us not only some great pin-up eye candy, in

a variety of tasteful implied nude to nude poses, it also provides a nice visual reference guide to

some pose variation possibilities, if a posing visual pose guide was something you were interested

in.Yucel Yalim is an award winning professional photographer currently residing in Phoenix,

Arizona. All images and content Â© Yucel Yalim 2012. All rights reserved. No reproduction in whole

or part without written authorization. Art prints of select images are available for purchase at

www.Yucelphoto.com
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I don't know what happened. Years ago companies fought to place pinups in your hand, usually via

calendars. But that is gone now except for the slick models that can hardly be called artistic.I think

the pinup girl was a symbol of sexuality with the sly one liners and suggestive sittings. In the day of

brazeness that is now, the older, more gentle tease is like a breath of fresh air. That is, if you can

still find fresh air.

This was likely the worst disappointment of all times when it comes to Kindle eBooks.I'm learning

portrait and pin-up photography and was expecting some inspiration and hints.Instead, this "book"

only contains a one-page preface and then the photos, one on each page.The background in the

photos has dirt and ripples on the backdrop. Of course, it does not affect the poses, but does not

look professional at all. To my taste, also the poses are boring, but that's of course subjective.

Given the same clothing on the model and the same wrinkles on the backdrop I assume they are all

from a single photoshoot.So, this is just a collection of low quality studio photos from one

photoshoot.A real ripoff. I would demand my money back if I could.

Yucel a professional photographer from the Phoenix, AZ area created a set of 46 high key

photographs of a pretty model displaying various poses which are very popular in the pinup

category.

Approx 20 pictures of a single girl with a white background posing mostly with a large hat. None of

them are spectacular and most of them I don't find have any "pin up" feel to them. You are honestly

better off doing a google search than this book.
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